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This Special Volume of Theoretical Computer Science contains revised and expanded 
versions of papers presented at TAPSOFT ‘95: the Sixth International Joint Confer- 
ence on the Theory and Practice of Software Development, which took place at the 
University of Aarhus, Denmark, 22-26 May, 1995. 
The TAPSOFT series was started in Berlin in 1985, on the initiative of Hartmut 
Ehrig, Bernd Mahr, and Christiane Floyd (among others). Since then TAPSOFT has 
been held biennially, in Pisa (1987), Barcelona (1989), Brighton (1991), Orsay (1993), 
and Aarhus (1995). The overall aim of TAPSOFT was formulated as: 
to bring together theoretical computer scientists and software engineers 
(researchers and practitioners) with a view to discussing how formal 
methods can usefully be applied in software development. 
TAPSOFT traditionally comprises three parts: 
- Invited Lectures: 
by leading researchers, on a variety of relevant topics; 
- CAAP: Colloquium on Trees in Algebra and Programming 
covering a wide range of topics in theoretical computer science; 
- FASE: Colloquium on Formal Approaches in Software Engineering 
with the emphasis on practical applicability. 
In recognition of the importance of tools for practical use of formal approaches 
in software development, TAPSOFT ‘95 included a fourth part with plenary sessions 
for tool demonstrations. The Proceedings of TAPSOFT ‘95 were published as Lecture 
Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 915 (Springer, Berlin, 1995). 
The papers in this Special Volume have been chosen on the basis of their quality 
and on their appropriateness for the TCS journal. Five of the eight papers selected stem 
from the CAAP section, two from the FASE section, and one was for an invited lecture 
at TAPSOFT ‘95. All the papers were subjected to the usual journal refereeing process; 
the Guest Editors would like to express their thanks to the referees for their diligence, 
and to the authors for making the recommended improvements within a tight schedule. 
In conclusion, we as Guest Editors are very pleased to be able to provide this Special 
Volume, which, we believe, is of particularly high quality, and a fitting memento of 
the TAPSOFT ‘95 Conference. 
Peter D. Mosses, Mogens Nielsen, Michael I. Schwartzbach 
Aarhus, February 1996 
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